Dragoncrest

®

Where Myth & Legends Live.

Welcome to

Dragoncrest

®

Dragons,

knights and all
sorts of frights;
our collection
comes straight
from the Land of
Legends, making
your home unique.

Lights
Up!

A • New! Ice Age Dragon Fountain Come home and relax to the peaceful sounds of gently cascading water. This colorful dragon
with LED light and clear glass orb, casts a soothing light display that’s truly from another world! Suitable for entryway table, end
table or desktop. Polyresin, glass and LED light. UL recognized. Some assembly required. May require additional freight charge.
Submersible pump included. 10" x 9¼" x 15½" high. 10018593 $149.95
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Unleash the dragons and have fun decorating!
B

D
C

B • New! Blue Dragon and Skull Statue

Full of wickedly Gothic detail, this winged,
spiny-tailed dragon is wrapping himself
around a truly menacing skull. Metallic
blue and gold accents make him the focal
point, as he sits on top of the skull with
LED light inside for an eerie display of light.
This menacing duo makes a perfect gift for
medieval enthusiasts. Polyresin and LED.
Two AA batteries not included. 5¼" x 6" x
7¼" high. 10018623 $24.95

New! Shades of Sea Spiral Art Glass Vases

Add a splash of ocean shades to your
space with these spiraling works of art.
The translucent shades of blue and green
glass reminds us of the sea air and ocean
waves splashing ashore. Glass.

Lights
Up!

C • Ocean Aqua 6½" x 6½" x 12" high.
10018715 $79.95

D • Ocean Blue 7¼" x 7¼" x 13" high.
10018714 $79.95

F

E

Lights
Up!

Lights
Up!
H

E • New! Blue Dragon Warrior Statue

Ready to go battle, this dragon
has fiery red eyes and sharp
jagged teeth to threaten his talons.
Perched atop his eagle enemy, he
towers in strength. Metallic blue
and gold accents make this dragon
with LED lights in the prey’s eyes
produce a dramatic display of
light! Polyresin and LED. Two AA
batteries not included. 6" x 4" x
9½" high. 10018622 $29.95

F • New! Blue Dragon Egg Statue

Dragons are among the most
popular and enduring of the world’s
mythological creatures. This small
but mighty hatchling emerges to
threaten the waiting world. Metallic
blue and gold accents make this
dragon with LED light in the egg,
produce a dramatic display of
light! Polyresin and LED. Two LR44
button cell batteries included. 3" x
3" x 4½" high. 10018620 $12.95

G

Lights
Lights
Up!
Up!
G • New! Blue Dragon on Rocks
Statue Perched on top of the

volcanic mountains, this fierce
winged dragon protects his magical
medallion. Metallic blue and gold
accents make this dragon with LED
light a dramatic display of colorful
light! Polyresin and LED. Two AA
batteries not included. 6" x 5½" x
8¼" high. 10018618 $32.95

H • New! Dragon’s Eye Trinket Box

Make a bold, prehistoric statement
on your console table, office desk
or mantel with this dragon eye
trinket box. The dragon’s eye is a
well known symbol of protection,
said to protect anyone who recited
the incantation to it. Ideal for storing
jewelry or other trinkets. Polyresin.
5¼" x 4¼" x 2½" high.
10018621 $12.95
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A • Dragon Castle Glittering Snow Globe Give this mythical tabletop accent
a shake and watch as sparkling glitter makes a splash in the snow globe.
This figurine features a castle base, beautifully detailed blue and purple
dragon in battle armor perched on top, and inside the snow globe is
another dragon with a knight’s sword. Polyresin. 3¾" x 4" x 8" high.
10017950 $19.95
A

B

B • Mystical Dragon and Skull Figurine Fantasy lovers, you need this

mesmerizing figurine in your collection! A dazzling purple and aqua dragon
is perched atop a skull, complete with a brilliant faceted jewel that ups
the “wow” factor of this artistic figurine. Polyresin. 4¼" x 3¾" x 10" high.
10017522 $19.95

C
C • Blue Dragon with Light
Up Medallion This majestic

beast will keep watch over
your desk, shelf, or mantel
with style that cannot be
ignored. The fine detailing
of this blue dragon’s scales
and golden accents will
amaze you along with the
glowing medallion he’s
guarding. Polyresin. Two
AA batteries not included.
4¼" x 4¼" x 8¼" high.
10018261 $19.95

Lights
Up!
E

D
D • Fierce Dragon Statue

Add some fierce style to
your bookshelf or desk
with this fantastical
dragon statue. Polyresin.
8" x 4½" x 7¼" high.
10017304 $24.95

E • Dragon Wine Bottle
Holder Do you dare to

drink that bottle of wine?
This medieval dragon
wine bottle holder is a
fantastical finishing touch
to your bar or buffet.
Holds a standard bottle
of wine in fierce style!
Polyresin. Wine bottle
not included. 11¼" x
7" x 12⅜" high.
10017312 $59.95
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A magical
glow to light
up your night!

H

I

SOLAR
POWERED

F • Dawn of Battle Chess Set Battalions of finely detailed dragon
warriors aim to conquer on a glass game board hovering over a
primal river of magma flanked by crystal spikes. Polyresin and
glass. May require additional freight charge. 13⅜" x 13" x
4½" high; tallest piece is 2⅞" high; smallest piece is 2¼" high.
15191 Set $199.95
G • Garden Gate Solar Lantern The gorgeous iron swirls and
flourishes makes this solar-powered lantern a beautiful accent for any
outdoor space. The built-in solar panel at top will soak in the sun’s
rays all day long, and by night the interior will glow with magical light.
Iron and solar panel. 5" diameter x 8¼" high. 10016222 $25.95
Contemporary Candle Lanterns Add instant warmth to any

gathering with these sleek, stylish hurricane lanterns! Iron and
glass. Candles not included. Each is 5½" x 5¾" x 12" high.

H • Rustic Silver 14125 $24.95
I • Bronze
14126 $24.95
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*		Individually hand-crafted for their unique beauty. Items
		may be slightly different from the pictures shown here.

E

D

Mythical
Dragon Décor
Create a dramatic,
mythical environment
the whole year round!

F
Pair
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A • Green Glass Star Lantern Add a candle to this fivepointed star to fill the night with celestial light! Artistic
hanging lantern features ornate panels of emerald
green set into a wrought-iron frame. Iron and glass.
Candle not included. 10¼" x 3½" x 9½" high.
10017756 $12.95
B • Emerald Art Glass Vase Vibrant green flows

through this stunning art glass vase, and it looks just
as spectacular empty. For decorative purposes only.
Glass. 5½" x 2½" x 8½" high. 10017383 $39.95

E • Orange Dragon Water Globe This mythical beast
sits inside a glass orb and awaits a flurry of sparkle
to surround him! Shake this medieval-inspired water
globe and enjoy as this orange dragon is surrounded
by floating glitter. The base features dragons and
medieval designs. Polyresin and glass.
3" x 3" x 4" high. 10018453 $12.95
F • Fierce Dragon Bookends Your most treasured

tomes will remain upright with these mythical dragon
guardians! Richly rendered in astonishing detail,
these bookends add a mystical decorative touch to
any room. Polyresin. Each is 10¼" x 3¼" x 7" high.
37978 Pair $20.95

C • Blue Dragon Water Globe A mystical world,
swirling with sparkling water, awaits your discovery!
This incredible blue dragon water globe features a
detailed creature in a glass orb filled with water and
glitter. The dramatic base features medieval designs
and winged dragons. Shake it up and enjoy! Polyresin
and glass. 3" x 3" x 4" high. 10018451 $12.95

G • No Evil Dragons Finely detailed and undeniably

D • Green Dragon Water Globe Shake this gorgeous
globe and watch as a swirl of glitter surrounds this
amazing creature! Inside the glass orb sits a mythical
green dragon sculpture. The base features more
dragons and medieval designs. Polyresin and glass.
3" x 3" x 4" high. 10018452 $12.95

H • Standing Designer Fountain Classic and modern

I • Dragon Table A mystical, fire-breathing beast

perches beneath this tempered glass tabletop, ready
to sweep you away to the land of myth and legend.
Polyresin and tempered glass. Some assembly required.
May require additional freight charge. Content not
included. 20" x 20" x 24" high. 34738 $129.95

J • Royal Dragon Mug Medieval-style mug is richly

emblazoned with fearsome dragon motif and fiercely
frowning serpent handle. Decorative purposes only.
Polyresin and metal. 3¾" x 3¾" x 4¼" high; with
handle, 5½" wide. 12694 $17.95

J

charming, this set will delight fantasy and dragon
fans. Each figurine is carefully painted and stands
upon a platform of polyresin-carved rocks. Polyresin.
Each is approximately 3½" x 3⅛" x 4⅛" high.
33915 Set of 3 $16.95
come together to create a truly stunning water
sculpture! Atop a stately column, clear cascades of
water sparkle from the faux-stone ball, cradled by
a stylized abstract shape. Fiberglass and resin. UL
recognized. Some assembly required. May require
additional freight charge. Submersible pump included.
19½" x 19½" x 44" high. 37276 $199.95
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A • Extra Tall Black Contemporary
Lantern Create a candlelight display
with this oversized and sleek black
candle lantern. Iron and glass. May
require additional freight charge.
Contents not included. 7" x 7" x
25" high. 10016910 $49.95
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B • Contemporary Candle Lantern

Squared glass-paned lantern gets
geometric appeal from a simple
silhouette and classic matte-black
finish. Iron and glass. Contents not
included. 5½" x 5¾" x 12" high.
39871 $24.95

C • Large Contemporary Candle
Lantern Impressive in size and simple
in shape, this sleek metal candle
lantern lends a clean, contemporary
feel to any surrounding. Iron and
glass. Contents not included.
7" x 7" x 18½" high. 13347 $39.95

D • Black Mini Contemporary Lantern

This little lantern is the perfect lighting
accent for even the smallest space.
It’s great indoors or outside! Iron and
glass. Contents not included. 3⅝" x
4" x 8¾" high. 10018083 $12.95

E

Unleash the dragons and have fun decorating!

F

E • New! Green Dragon Egg Statue Dragons are
among the most popular and enduring of the world’s
mythological creatures. This small but mighty hatchling
emerges to threaten the waiting world. Metallic green
and gold accents make this dragon with LED light in the
egg, produce a dramatic display of light! Polyresin and
LED. Two LR44 button cell batteries included.
3¼" x 3" x 4½" high. 10018619 $12.95
F • Green Dragon Goblet Conjure up medieval style with

this cool goblet. It features a scaly dragon stem, green
dragon detailing, and small silvery skulls around the rim.
Polyresin. Hand wash only. 2½" x 2½" x 5" high.
10017777 $12.95

G • Green Dragon Hand Wine Holder Need a bottle
of wine? Take it from this cool holder if you dare!
This green dragon hand has finely detailed scales,
golden talons, and is chained around the wrist.
Put it on your counter or bar and add your favorite
bottle of wine! Polyresin. Wine bottle not included.
7½" x 4" x 4½" high. 10017774 $21.95

G

H

I
Set

H • Green Dragon Drinking Wine Holder Your favorite
bottle of wine has never been more magical! This
cool wine bottle holder is a finely detailed dragon
head, complete with green and gold scales, horns,
and deep red eyes. Place it on your counter or
bar and add a standard bottle of wine, neck first.
Polyresin. Wine bottle not included.
7¼" x 5½" x 8" high. 10017775 $29.95

J

I • Mythical Dragons Shot Glasses Four mythical

beasts filled with fire and fury decorate these
unique shot glasses. You get all in different
colors of dragon. Polyresin and stainless steel.
Hand wash only. Each is 2⅛" x 2⅛" x 2¼" high.
10018444 Set of 4 $24.95

J • Green Lantern with LED Candle No flame
required to light up this gorgeous ceramic lantern!
The intricate design of this green-glazed lantern
comes to life with the flip of a switch, thanks to
the included LED candle that flickers and glows
like a real candle. Hang it from the metal handle
or set it on its base to enjoy it indoors or outside.
Ceramic and LED candle. One CR2032 button
cell battery not included. 6" x 6" x 14½" high.
10015449 Reg. $39.95 Special: $29.99

Lights
Up!
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Land of the
lost Dragons
Dragons are among
the most popular
and enduring of the
world’s mythological
creatures.
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H
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This dragon’s
head is a
perfect place
to store your
treasures.

Lights
Up!
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Fiery for
red your
vases...
castle.
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Individually hand-crafted for their unique beauty. Items may be slightly different from the pictures shown here.
A • New! Two-Headed Purple Dragon Statue Gothic

two-headed fiery dragon is perfect for a dungeoness
castle and is a great gift for any dragon lover!
Centered in the chest of this special dragon, is
an LED light that makes an eerie display of light!
Polyresin and LED. Two AA batteries not included.
6" x 3½" x 8¼" high. 10018624 $32.95

B • Red Dragon Goblet This goblet is worthy of a
dragon king! This artistic goblet features a silvery
finish, red dragon head, a scaly stem, and small
skull detailing around the top. Polyresin and stainless
steel. Hand wash only. 2½" x 2½" x 5" high.
10017776 $12.95

F • Royal Dragon Goblet Fit to reign at the head of any

K • Red Art Glass Bottleneck Vase Put this vibrant

G • Dragon Head Treasure Box Snoopers, sneaks

L • Red Floral Flow Glass Vase The freeform flowers
on this dramatic red art glass vase are as pretty as
the fresh flowers you’ll put inside the vase! It also
makes a fantastic gift! For decorative purposes only.
Glass. 6½" x 6½" x 9¼" high. 10018102 $69.95

grand banquet table, this bejeweled goblet beautifully
recalls the tales of mighty kings and queens. Fantasy
comes to life in every intricate detail of rich scrollwork,
gleaming gems and a dragon’s head crest. Polyresin
base; stainless steel cup. Inner cup hand wash only.
4" x 4" x 7⅜" high. 13903 $20.95

and would-be spies won’t dare to disturb your secret
treasures! Ferocious dragon’s head figurine is a clever
stash spot for jewelry, coins, and other precious
items. Polyresin. 4" x 7½" x 4" high. 14698 $15.95

H • Sword and Dragon Coat-of-Arms No castle is

Geode Dragon Incense Stands These dazzling dragon
incense stands will fill your space with aroma and
legendary style. Each of these tabletop accents has a
tall geode and a mythical dragon raising from the rock
below. Place your favorite incense stick in the middle
and enjoy! Polyresin. Incense not included. Each is
2¾" x 4¼" x 10" high.

complete without a noble knightly crest! Two proud
dragons, locked in battle, intertwine to form a curvy
backdrop for two shining gold-hilted removable
swords. Decorative purposes only. Polyresin with
metal swords. 9" x 1⅜" x 11" high overall; each
sword: 3½" x 1½" x 14⅛" long. 38011 $29.95

C • Purple 10017769 $12.95
D • Orange 10017770 $12.95

I • Purple Lounging Dragon with Light This desktop
dragon will really light up your life! You’ll love the
fantastic detailing on his purple dragon wings, and
the crystals in his lair light up. Operates with 2 AA
batteries not included. Polyresin. 6½" x 5" x 6¼" high.
10018260 $25.95

E • New! Purple Dragon Egg Statue Fantasy comes to
life with these unique pieces. This small but mighty
hatchling emerges to threaten the waiting world.
Metallic purple and silver accents make this dragon
with LED light in the egg, produce a dramatic display
of light! Polyresin and LED. Two LR44 button cell
batteries included. 3¼" x 3" x 4½" high.
10018625 $12.95

red glass vase on your mantel or shelf and you’ll be
amazed by its never-ending beauty. For decorative
purposes only. Glass. 6½" x 6½" x 13¼" high.
10018447 $79.95

M • Swirl of Colors Art Glass Vase You don’t have to
choose one accent color for your room when you
add this lovely art glass vase to your collection.
For decorative purposes only. Glass. 6" x 6" x
15¼" high. 10018218 $99.95

N • Sunfire Glass Vase Brilliant reds and golds glow
in any light, bringing a burst of color to any room. For
decorative purposes only. Glass. 5½" x 3" x 9" high.
12117 $39.95
O • Crimson Sunset Art Glass Vase A sparkling
freeform vase celebrates the beauty of an autumn
sunset, setting your surroundings alive with vibrant
color. For decorative purposes only. Glass.
7½" x 3½" x 12¼" high. 13907 $69.95

J • Red Cut Glass Vase Wow! Place this vibrant red
vase on your tabletop or shelf and watch as the
compliments come rolling in. For decorative purposes
only. Glass. 5" x 5" x 9½" high. 10017385 $39.95
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A • Guarding Dragon Accent Table

Styled to resemble centuries-old castle
gargoyles, this is a worthy decoration
for the chamber of any king! Polyresin
base with tempered glass top. Some
assembly required. May require
additional freight charge. 19" x 19" x
23¼" high. 12266 $129.95

A

B
B • Dragon Goblet

An imposing roaring
dragon forms a
majestic base for a
clear glass globe;
this medieval-style
goblet looks
as impressive
in your hand as
it does at the
banquet table!
Decorative
purposes only.
Polyresin and glass.
Hand wash only.
3" x 3" x 8" high.
37959 $19.95

D

For the Dragon slayer...
and collector

C • Dragon Skull Box This ferocious

Clever hideaway spot

C

dragon’s head skull is a clever
stash spot for keys, coins,
and other precious items.
Polyresin. 7" x 8½" x 6" high.
10018449 $29.95

D • Dragon Dagger Wall Plaque

An impressive display of medieval
mythology, as a pair of dragons
entwine around a formidable dagger.
Polyresin and stainless steel.
9½" x 3" x 12" high. 36247 $24.95
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F
E • Dragon Fire Incense Burner A finely
detailed dragon defends its home atop a
Celtic-inspired base. Infuse your home with
the mystical scent of your choosing as this
magnificent beast watches over the lighted
stick. Polyresin. Incense not included.
10¾" x 2⅞" x 2⅝" high. 15133 $12.95
F • Triple-Head Dragon Incense Burner

Sinister in appearance yet fascinating to
behold, this triple-headed dragon lends its
legendary image to your décor. Add your
favorite incense to create a mystical scene
from the pages of legend and lore! Polyresin.
Incense not included. 11" x 3" x 3½" high.
13830 $13.95

E

G

Mythical Dragons
make myth
& legends
seem real

G • Armored Dragon Wall Crest From beneath the

H

hood of his intricate armor, a horned dragon inspires
heartfelt fear with his malicious stare. Removable
swords are a chillingly accurate miniature version
of the mighty weapons wielded by history’s fiercest
warriors. Decorative purposes only. Polyresin with
pewter swords. 8⅝" x 2" x 9½" high. 39269 $19.95

H • Skeleton Hand Tealight Candleholder Spooky

sparkle and haunted ambiance are yours with this
aluminum candle holder! Fill the circular spaces with
tealight candles of your choice, and this skeleton
arm will glow with ghoulish candlelight. It’s a great
addition to your Halloween decor, or keep it around
all year for a little dash of whimsy. Aluminum.
Candles not included. 20" x 4¼" x 1" high.
10017564 Reg. $39.95 Special: $29.99
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Lights
Up!

A • Dragon Kingdom Chess Set Fire-breathing
beasts battle for supremacy above the charred
remains of dragon warriors that perished in
this never-ending battle. A thrilling and visually
stunning way to enjoy a rousing game of chess.
Polyresin and glass. May require additional freight
charge. 13⅝" x 13⅝" x 4⅞" high; tallest piece is
2¾" high; smallest piece is 2⅛" high.
15190 Set $199.95
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B • Dragon Candleholder This medieval castle is
besieged by a fierce winged predator. Perched
upon the highest tower, he presides over the
three flickering candle flames that top the other
ramparts. A legendary decoration even
when unlit! Polyresin. Candles not included.
7½" x 5⅛" x 9¼" high. 37960 $29.95

C • Dragoncrest Light-Up Wall Décor Lifelike faux
stone decoration features a fierce dragon at its
heart, dramatically backlit by enchanted multi
colored lights. A mighty coat of arms that any
noble king or knight would display with pride!
Polyresin. Two AA batteries not included.
9" x 1½" x 9" high. 15056 $19.95

Prepare
for
battle!
Knights & dragons.
Finely detailed
chessmen &
chessboard.

D • Medieval Chess Set Mystical knights

E

D
Set

and dragons square off on a medieval
board, adding a legendary feel. All 32 finely
detailed chessmen fit inside the elaborately
carved chessboard case. Polyresin base
and glass board. May require additional
freight charge. 17" x 17" x 2¾" high.
35301 Set $109.95

E • Medieval Triple Candle Stand Deep black
finish accentuates every shapely detail and
creates stunning contrast to a triple candle
display. Iron. Candles not included.
11¾" x 4¾" x 15¾" high. 14114 $19.95

F • Battleground Chess Set The glass game board is held aloft

F
Set

by four towers of the castle, revealing the remains of previous
clashes below. Warring royalty and their brave knights are in full
battle regalia, complete with swords and shields, in either silvertone or bronze-tone. Polyresin and glass. May require additional
freight charge. 13½" x 13½" x 5⅜" high; tallest piece is
3" high; smallest piece is 2⅜" high. 15189 Set $199.95

Treasures
& trinkets...
to hide.
Opens mouth
to conceal your
secret stash!

G

G • Dragon Skull Treasure Box What safer

place is there for your secret stash than in
the mouth of a snarling dragon? Cool and
creepy skull treasure box is a sure deterrent
for any would-be treasure raiders. Polyresin.
7½" x 4⅛" x 4⅜" high. 13240 $12.95
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A

Dragons
& wolves...
are perfect together.

B

A • Gothic Candle Sconce Add a touch of Gothic

finery with this stunning torch-style sconce! A
graceful matte-black platform securely holds a
thick pillar candle; fastens quickly to any wall. Iron.
Candle and mounting hardware not included.
4" x 6½" x 18¾" high. 39877 $16.95

B • Moroccan Birdcage Candle Lantern Mesmerizing
swirls of matte black metal seem to dance in
a candle’s flickering light, lending drama to this
elegantly functional décor piece. A fascinating
fashion statement indoors or out! Iron. Candle not
included. 5" x 5" x 13¾" high. 13175 $14.95 s

E
C

D

Wolves make the mythical legends come alive!
C • Serpentine Dragon Mug This

medieval-inspired mug is the most
intimidating way to keep your items in
order as a serpentine dragon guards
your writing quills or your collection
of coins stored within. For decorative
purposes only. Polyresin and stainless
steel. Hand wash only. 5½" x 3⅞" x
4⅜" high. 15132 $20.95

D • Timber Wolf Mug Whether you’re
an admirer of the wolf or collector
of gothic accessories, this mug will
quickly become a showpiece that
you’ll want on display at all times!
The medieval look of the silvery mug
features Celtic-inspired design, and
in the center is a fantastic wolf bust
set on a sparkling blue background.
Polyresin and stainless steel. Hand
wash only. 6½" x 3⅞" x 4¼" high.
10017863 $19.95 s
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E • Timber Wolf Goblet Cheers to the
majestic wolf! This beautiful goblet
features a cool Celtic design, and the
centerpiece of the cup is the beautiful
wolf bust set on a glorious blue
background. Bright red jewels adorn
the stem of the goblet. Polyresin
and stainless steel. Hand wash
only. 3⅛" x 3⅛" x 7⅝" high.
10017864 $14.95
F • Howling Wolf Bookends Keep
your ‘pack’ of books together! Two
finely detailed wolves, howling into
the wilderness, will stand guard to
keep your favorite reads upright and
organized. Polyresin. 3½" x 4" x
5½" high. 10018439 Pair $24.95

F
Pair

G
Set

A must-have for
chess wizards or
the collector!

Theofultimate
game...
medieval times.

I

G • Ultimate Dragon Chess Set The battle for ultimate rule

of the kingdom: cold-blooded dragons versus bloodless
dragons! On a glass chess board resting atop a war-ravaged
castle strewn with the remains of battles gone, this chess
set will inspire fire-breathing contests of wit and strategy.
A must-have for collectors and chess wizards. Polyresin and
glass. May require additional freight charge. 11⅝" x 11⅝" x
7¼" high; base is 7½" x 7½" x 7" high; tallest piece is
2⅛" high; smallest piece is 1¾" high. 15192 Set $199.95

H

H • Black Dramatic Geometry Lantern Don’t let your favorite
candle spend its time in an average candle lantern! This
incredibly dramatic black metal lantern features a crisp,
geometric design and clear glass to show off the shimmering
candlelight. Iron and glass. Candle not included. 5⅛" x 5⅛" x
17" high. 10018345 $34.95 s
I • Large Black Dramatic Geometry Lantern Your search for
a dramatic lighting accent that will amp up the style in your
room is officially over! This incredible black metal lantern has
a beautifully crisp geometric frame and clear glass panels
to show off your favorite candle. Iron and glass. Candle not
included. 6¾" x 6¾" x 22½" high. 10018344 $39.95 s
sThe products in this catalog meet applicable FDA

requirements. The following notice is provided in
compliance with California Proposition 65, and applies
only to the specific items noted. WARNING: This
product contains chemicals known to the State of
California to cause cancer, birth defects or other
reproductive harm.
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Skeletons...
are quite the fright...

A

A • Skull with Light-Up Eyes Spooky and cool,

B

this skull with light-up eyes is a great addition to
your decor. It features a color changing LED light
that shines through the skull figurine’s red eyes,
changing colors from yellow to green, blue and
purple. Operates with included Polyresin and
LED light. Two AG13/LR44 button cell
batteries included. 4" x 5½" x 4½" high.
10018289 $12.95

B • Fantasy Skull Figurine with LED Light This cool

Lights
Up!

skull figurine features a silvery finish and a dazzling
eye patch that will catch the attention of all who
see it. The interior LED light makes one eye glow
with spooky splendor. Polyresin and LED. Two
AA batteries not included. 5½" x 7" x 6½" high.
10017519 $24.95

D

C
Set

C • No Evil Skulls See no evil, hear no
evil, speak no evil!. Great for Halloween
or showcase your whimsical style
all year long. Polyresin. Each is
approximately 1¾" x 2⅝" x 2" high.
10017293 Set $6.95
E
Set

D • New! Aztec Ox Skull Trinket Box

The aztec skull trinket box features ample
storage for your jewelry, treasures or
trinkets. The skull shape and pop of multicolor design will add a stylish element to
your home decor. Polyresin. 5" x 6" x
3" thick. 10018473 $12.95

E • New! Bison Skull Salt & Pepper Shakers

Southwest décor never seems to go out
of style! Three piece set includes one
Bison head figurine as the display stand
holder and a set of two glass salt & pepper
shakers. Polyresin, iron and glass. 4¼" x
2½" x 3½" high. 10018691 $12.95 s

F • Bull Skull Mug Incredible! This amazing
mug features a Spanish-inspired design in
gold and the centerpiece is a detailed bull
skull with large horns. It’s a great addition
to your china cabinet or on your shelf.
Polyresin and stainless steel. Hand
wash only. 6½" x 3⅞" x 4¼" high.
10017867 $19.95 s
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Lights
Up!
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Give your guests a
spooky greeting!

G

I

H
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Skulls make the mood frightening!
G • Skeleton Door Knocker Give your guests a scare with this spooky

skeleton decor! This wall accent hangs easily and it startles onlookers with
a skull and two boney hands peeking out from behind a battered wood-like
sign. Polyresin. 13¾" x 2¼" x 11" high. 10017683 $19.95

I • Zombie Hand Wine Holder Your counter is about to get a little creepier!
This zombie wine bottle holder is ready to hold your favorite bottle of
wine. Polyresin. Wine bottle not included. 8" x 4½" x 4⅛" high.
10018263 $19.95

H • Bull Skull Goblet This regal goblet is incredible! It features a leather-like
finish, golden accents and a detailed bull skull with horns. Red jewels
dot the base of the goblet to make it a real standout of style. Polyresin
and stainless steel. Hand wash only. 3⅛" x 3⅛" x 7⅝" high.
10017869 $14.95 s

J • Firefighter Skull Show your firefighter pride with this cool skull accent.
It’s made from polyresin and features a detail skull wearing a bright red
fireman’s helmet that’s emblazoned with “Fire Dept.” and the number three.
Polyresin. 6½" x 7" x 6¾" high. 10017862 $19.95

sThe products in this catalog meet applicable FDA requirements. The following notice is provided in compliance with California Proposition

65, and applies only to the specific items noted. WARNING: This product contains chemicals known to the State of California to cause
cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm.
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Lights
Up!
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Scary
Skulls for you
Ghoulish glow and
spooky style can
be yours all year
long with these
cool detailed skull
figurines.

F
Set
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A • Rockin’ Headphone Skull Figurine Turn up the cool

factor in your room with this Rockin’ Headphone Skull
Figurine. Great for Halloween or to show off your
rock-n-roll style all year long. Polyresin. 6¾" x 5½" x
5½" high. 10017292 $14.95

B • Grinning Skull Now, here’s a real bonehead!
Polyresin crafted skull is spine-chillingly realistic,
right down to its ghastly grin. Polyresin. 6½" x
4¼" x 4⅝" high. 36245 $10.95
C • Skull with Light-Up Orb This detailed skull holds

a glass orb in his mouth that lights up with help from
an LED bulb and three little batteries. Polyresin,
glass and LED. Three LR1130 button cell batteries
included. 3" x 4¾" x 4" high. 10017294 $12.95

D • Skull Pen Holder Decorate your desk with this

detailed skull pen holder and it will hold your writing
utensils for you while giving you a toothy grin.
Polyresin. Contents not included. 3¼" x 4½" x
3½" high. 10017865 $5.95

E • Skull Decorative Accent This skull decorative

accent is so finely detailed that your guests will take
a second look to see if it’s the real thing! Polyresin.
5¾" x 4¼" x 4½" high. 10017190 $12.95

G • Spooky Toilet Paper Holder This spooky toilet
paper holder is a most unexpected addition to
your bathroom. Polyresin. Toilet paper not included.
8¼" x 4½" x 8⅜" high. 12608 $19.95
H • American Flag Bandana Skull Figurine This cool
desktop figurine is a finely detailed patriotic skull
wearing an American flag bandana. Polyresin.
6" x 4¼" x 5¼" high. 10017677 $13.95

K

Lights
Up!

I • Pirate Ship Model This pirate ship is made

from wood with dark cotton sails and will steal
the show whether it sails on your mantel or shelf.
Paulownia wood and cotton. 13" x 3" x 12" high.
10018457 $29.95

J • Skeleton Incense Burner Holder This fellow lays

back while watching the smoke from his incense
burner sweeten the air above. Polyresin. Incense not
included. 10½" x 3⅛" x 2⅛" high. 37078 $10.95

K • Lodge Wooden Lantern with LED Candle Light up
the night anytime with this rustic wooden lantern
that’s filled with a modern LED-powered candle.
Simply switch it on and you’ll enjoy the candle-like
glow this lantern spreads across the room. Pine
wood, glass and iron. Three AAA batteries not
included. 5" x 5" x 10¾" high. 10018312 $24.95

F • Skeleton Wall Decor Set You’ll love this threepiece wall decor set that creates a cool 3-D
effect when mounted on your Wall. Polyresin.
Skull: 3⅞" x 3" x 5¾". Each hand is 4½" x 4".
10017295 Set $19.95
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A • New! Gothic Fairy Figurine This

stunning gothic fairy stands tall in
her turquoise and purple dress.
Her shimmery wings are delicate
as a butterfly’s, which make her an
enchanting piece for your bedroom
or display cabinet. It makes a great
gift sure to excite both dragon and
fairy art collectors and enthusiasts.
Polyresin. 4½" x 1½" x 8½" high.
10018627 $12.95

A

C

B

B • New! Gothic Fairy and Dragon
Figurine This stunning gothic fairy

has tamed her purple dragon, who
is perched upon the sparkly LED
gemstone. In striking detail, this fairy
stands tall in her turquoise dress
and sculpted, sparkly wings. It
makes a great gift sure to excite both
dragon and fairy art collectors and
enthusiasts. Polyresin and LED. Two
AA batteries not included. 4½" x
3½" x 8½" high. 10018626 $24.95

Fairies...
are fabulous.
C • Dragon Rider Figurine

A fairy maiden rides atop
her trusty dragon steed, as
glowing crystals light their
path. Color-change LED
lights add special magic to
this fanciful fairy-tale figurine!
Polyresin. Three AG3 button
cell batteries not included.
4½" x 4" x 7½" high.
13199 $14.95

Lights
Up!
Lights
Up!
E

D

D • Mermaid Table Lamp Get swept
away by the alluring glow of this beautiful
mermaid lamp. She rests on top of
curling waves and her tail lights up
with ocean-blue glow. Polyresin. UL
recognized. Type C 15W light bulb not
included. 11¾" x 7¼" x 6¾" high.
10015703 $69.95
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E • Fairy and Dragon Lighted Figurine

This otherworldly decor accent will
shimmer with mystical style on your shelf
or desk. The amazing design features a
pretty fairy resting against a dragon portal
that lights up with the flip of a switch.
Polyresin. Two AA batteries not included.
8" x 5⅝" x 2½" high. 10017948 $50.95

Lights
Up!

G

F • Midnight Fairy Figurine Atop

F

her jet-black unicorn, this graceful
maiden takes a secret journey through
deepest night. A stunning storybook
statue that’s sure to star in your fantasy
collection! Polyresin. 10" x 2½" x
8" high. 14570 $29.95

G • Night Tide Fairy Figurine The
figurine features gothic touches,
dramatic purple and black wings,
and a black dress with jeweled
accents and matching jewelry.
Polyresin and PVC. 7" x 6¾" x
9¼" high. 15269 $49.95
H • Fairy and Unicorn Figurine

A raven-haired fairy maiden and her
unicorn companion share a moment
of friendship; a storybook fantasy
brought beautifully to life! Polyresin/
powderstone blend. 5¼" x 4" x
8¼" high. 12109 $39.95
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J

Lights
Up!

K

Storybook fairies bring fantasies to life.
I • New! Light Up Fairy and Dragon Figurine This light up fairy and dragon
figurine will make your space come to life with the beauty of magic. The
figurine features a stunning scene of a fairy perched on top of a dragon with
an illuminated gem hanging from the dragon’s claws. A beautiful collector’s
item, this dragon and fairy statue will make any space look a little more
enchanting. Polyresin and glass. Three LR1130 button cell batteries included.
4½" x 4" x 7¾" high. 10018844 $29.95
J • New! Fairy and Dragon Figurine Add a touch of magic to your décor with
this mystical fairy and dragon figurine. The figurine features a captivating
display of a fairy holding a dragon while sitting on an old tree trunk. A
majestic decor piece, this fairy and dragon figurine will stand out in any room.
Polyresin. 9" x 5¼" x 8½" high. 10018839 $49.95
K • New! Fairy and Unicorn Figurine Add a touch of fantasy to your décor

with this majestic fairy and unicorn figurine. The figurine features a beautiful
display of a fairy riding a unicorn on top of a mossy rock. A whimsical décor
piece, this fairy and unicorn figurine will look mesmerizing displayed on top
of your living room or bedroom shelf. Polyresin. 9½" x 4½" x 9" high.
10018838 $39.95
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Unicorns

are magical.
A • Unicorn Wine Bottle Holder

It’s a fact that unicorns love
a good bottle of wine, and
you’ll love having this mythical
creature hold your next bottle
for you. This bottle holder
looks like a pure white unicorn
laying on its back and holds a
standard-size bottle of wine.
Polyresin. Wine bottle not
included. 13" x 6" x 7" high.
10018130 $20.95

Enchanting majestic unicorns.
B • New! Unicorn Mane Wrapped Wine Bottle
Holder A magical bar helper, this unicorn
B

bottle holder makes an enchanted statement.
It’s an enchanting gift for fairy art collectors
and enthusiasts. Polyresin. Wine bottle
not included. 5½" x 6" x 9¾" high.
10018604 $29.95

creature will grace your table or shelf. This
beautiful white unicorn has a shimmering blue
mane with a golden horn, and walks among
rocks with blooming flowers. Polyresin.
7½" x 2¼" x 6½" high. 10017949 $16.95

H • New! Magical Unicorn Bookends Organize
your child’s room with a magical unicorn
theme. A pair of unicorns with flowing manes
of pink and lavender will happily display your
child’s favorite books. What a great addition to
your budding scholar’s room! Polyresin.
8" x 3" x 5" high. 10018597 Pair $24.95

D • Unicorn Crystals Figurine A beautiful white

I • Garden Fairy Mini Snow Globe This little

C • White Unicorn Figurine This glorious

unicorn with a golden horn and pink mane and
tail strides through a magical land that’s filled
with crystals and flowers. Polyresin. 8" x 2¼" x
6⅜" high. 10017521 $19.95

E • New! Mother and Baby Unicorn Figurine

Finely painted with pink and gold details,
this spirited pair prance in the open green
meadows. Polyresin. 4¾" x 3" x 6" high.
10018599 $16.95

F • Magical Unicorn Mug Stainless steel mug

interior, with polyresin exterior that features
the bust of white unicorns and a handle
that’s sculpted to look like a unicorn’s mane.
Polyresin and stainless steel. Hand wash only.
6" x 3½" x 4⅛" high. 10018045 $16.95
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G • Unicorn Light From the pages of myth
gallops this majestic unicorn, carved in frosted
splendor and glowing with an ever-changing
rainbow of light. Polyresin. Three AA batteries
not included. 7¼" x 4¾" x 10" high.
34059 $42.95

snow globe is simply delightful. A pink fairy
and her trusty unicorn sit in a grassy field and
when you gently shake, they’re surrounded by
swirling sparkles. Polyresin, glass and water.
2½" x 2½" x 3¼" high. 10018441 $7.95

J • New! Prancing Unicorn Snow Globe

Give the gift of enchantment with our free
spirited unicorn snow globe. Softly colored
floating sparkles have a relaxing effect when
it’s turned upside down. You’re never too
old to enjoy a snow globe. Polyresin, water
and glass. 2½" x 2½" x 3¼" high.
10018598 $7.95
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For the
Unicorn Lover
Enchant your
living space with
this mythical and
magical décor. These
items make perfect
gifts for any lover of
myth and legends.
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A

Fabulous Fairies...

gothic mystique

B

Dress up your
shelf or mantel
with mystical
style!

D

C
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A • New! Rearing Unicorn Figurine Add a touch of fantasy to your décor with this
captivating unicorn figurine. The figurine features a mystical depiction of a rearing
silver haired unicorn on top of a moss covered rock. A whimsical collector’s item,
this unicorn statue will look mesmerizing displayed on top of a shelf. Polyresin.
9½" x 4" x 13¾" high. 10018841 $39.95

B • New! Fairy and Dragon Amethyst Geode Add magic and beauty to your space

C • New! Fairy and Dragon Citrine Geode This exquisite fairy and dragon
figurine will make any space come to life with magic and beauty. The figurine
features a majestic scene of a fairy sitting on a dragon on top of a dazzling
citrine geode. A stunning collector’s item, this fairy and dragon geode statue will
look mystical displayed on top of your shelf. Polyresin. 7½" x 3½" x 8¾" high.
10018843 $39.95

D • New! Fairy on Moon Figurine Add magic and beauty to your décor with this

with this stunning fairy and dragon figurine. The figurine features a mesmerizing
scene of a fairy sitting on a dragon on top of a stunning amethyst geode. A
beautiful collector’s item, this fairy and dragon geode statue will look magical
displayed on top of your shelf. Polyresin. 6½" x 5" x 8¾" high. 10018842 $39.95
captivating fairy figurine. The figurine features a beautiful display of a beautiful fairy
sitting on top of a golden moon with caged gem stones hanging from each end.
Polyresin and glass. 6½" x 2¾" x 10" high. 10018845 $29.95

F
E

Set the
date with
removable
calendar
pieces.

Fairies...
& unicorns.
E • New! Pink Fairy Block Calendar Figurine

Have fun setting up your calendar with these
3-D blocks. Gold lettering for month and day
are placed on the shelf for all to see. Pink
wings and dress compliment her scarlet
tresses. It’s an enchanting gift for fairy art
collectors and enthusiasts. Polyresin.
3¼" x 2" x 5½" high. 10018603 $14.95

F • New! Lavender Fairy and Unicorn Figurine

Riding in blissful harmony upon her mythical
white unicorn, this fairy gives her friend a
drink from the clear pond. Lavender wings
and dress are striking against her scarlet
tresses. Wings and mane are highlighted
with glittery touches. It’s an enchanting gift for
fairy art collectors and enthusiasts. Polyresin.
6" x 4" x 7½" high. 10018600 $29.95
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G • New! Pink Fairy with Unicorn
Figurine Gracefully sitting upon her

mythical white unicorn adorned in
pink roses and sparkly mane, this fairy
and her unicorn gaze into the sky.
Pink wings and dress compliment
her scarlet flowing tresses. Wings
and mane are highlighted with glittery
touches. It’s an enchanting gift for
fairy art collectors and enthusiasts.
Polyresin. 5" x 2¼" x 6½" high.
10018601 $14.95

H • Forest Magic Figurine A fair-haired

fairy pauses by a clear forest pool,
her unicorn companion sharing the
morning’s magic beauty. This serene
scene is sure to bring a little magic into
the life of every admirer! Polyresin.
5¼" x 4¼" x 5" high. 14579 $15.95

I • New! Blue Fairy and Unicorn Figurine
Full of mythical beauty this unicorn
carries a dreamy fairy surrounded by
a flowering garden. Blue wings and
dress compliment her scarlet tresses.
Wings and mane are highlighted with
glittery touches. It’s an enchanting gift
for fairy art collectors and enthusiasts.
Polyresin. 5" x 2¼" x 5¾" high.
10018602 $14.95

J • New! Enchanted Fairy Tale Bookends
Organize your child’s room with a
delightful fairy tale theme. This cute
fairy dressed in pink and unicorn with
gold horn will happily display your
child’s favorite books. What a great
addition to your budding scholar’s
room! Polyresin. 8" x 3" x 4½" high.
10018596 Pair $24.95
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Fantasy fairies & mermaids bring stories to life.
A • Mermaid Wine Bottle Holder This siren of
the sea is poised to hold your favorite bottle
of wine in weathered style. Place this pretty
mermaid on your counter or bar and she’ll
show off by holding up your wine bottle with
her tail. Polyresin. Wine bottle not included.
9½" x 4½" x 7" high. 10018196 $30.95
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B • Orchid Fairy Table Lamp A gorgeous
table lamp of incredible artistry, from the
graceful floral shade to the delicate lifelike
blooms at the base. Sure to be the pride
and joy of any dreamer at heart! Polyresin
and metal. UL recognized. Max. 15W E-12
bulb not included. 6" x 10" x 17⅜" high.
38832 $69.95

C • Twin Fairies Oil Warmer Choose your
fragrance and let this pair of fairies add their
sweetness to your warming oil. Each fairy
holds a dove, bringing a sense of peace to
the warmth of the candle between them.
Resin and glass. Tealight candle and oil not
included. 7" x 4⅝" x 4" high. 14696 $19.95
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Mermaids tales of the deep sea...
D • New! Mermaid Holding Fish Figurine Give your

E • New! Mermaid Sleeping on a Seashell Add
enchanting accent pieces to your décor like this
mesmerizing mermaid figurine. The figurine features
a beautiful depiction of a mermaid sleeping on a
seashell with her hair suspended upwards to look
like she’s underwater. A whimsical décor piece, this
mermaid statue will look captivating perched on top
of your living room or bedroom shelf. Polyresin.
5½" x 2½" x 4½" high. 10018818 $19.95

G • New! Resting Tail Up Mermaid Figurine Decorate
your home with enchanting details like this mermaid
figurine. The figurine features a beautiful depiction
of a blond mermaid resting on a rock with her tail
suspended upwards. A mesmerizing décor piece,
this mermaid statue will look stunning perched on
top of a shelf. Polyresin. 2½" x 5" x 6¼" high.
10018815 $19.95

H • New! Mermaid Relaxing in Seashell Figurine

décor an enchanting touch with this beautiful
mermaid figurine. The figurine features a striking
depiction of a mermaid holding a fish with her hair
suspended upwards to look like she’s underwater.
A mesmerizing decorative piece, this mermaid
statue will look dazzling perched on top of a shelf.
Polyresin. 4" x 2" x 5½" high. 10018817 $19.95

F • New! Grand Mermaid Candleholder Give your

décor an enchanting feel with this grand mermaid
candleholder. The candleholder includes a beautiful
sculpture of a mermaid sitting on a rock holding up a
piece of coral reef. The coral reef holds a small votive
candle that illuminates a soft and subtle glow when
lit. Polyresin. Candle not included. 6½" x 6½" x
11¼" high. 10018814 $59.95

Make your décor look a little more enchanting with
this beautiful mermaid figurine. The figurine features
a charming depiction of a blond mermaid seated on
a pearlescent seashell. A whimsical décor piece, this
mermaid statue will looking stunning perched on top
of your living room or bedroom shelf. Polyresin.
4½" x 3" x 4¾" high. 10018816 $19.95
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Prices and items are periodically subject to change. We reserve the right to correct typographical, descriptive and photographic errors.
Orders based on incorrect information are subject to cancellation.
sThe products in this catalog meet applicable FDA requirements. The following notice is provided in compliance with California Proposition 65,
and applies only to the specific items noted. WARNING: This product contains chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer,
birth defects or other reproductive harm.
Copyright © 2019 Dragoncrest S19. All Rights Reserved.

Unicorn Legends...

whimsical fantasy
New! Unicorn Lover Figurine Add a

touch of whimsy to your decor with
this beautiful unicorn pair figurine. The
figurine features a scene of two silver
haired unicorns perched on top of a
mossy rock. Full of fantasy, this unicorn
statue will look majestic displayed on
top of your living room or bedroom shelf.
Polyresin. 15½" x 4¼" x 9" high.
10018847 $59.95

